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In this paper an attempt is made to explain some of the features of classical aerodynamic classification based on the effect of mobility of roughness elements (Kitaigorodskii
1968) for both sides of the air-sea interface by incorporating into such a classification
the effect of breaking wind waves. Also the “fluctuating” regime of the sea surface
roughness discussed by Toba et al. (1991) is explained by taking into account the existence of the dissipation subrange (Kitaigorodskii 1983, 1986, 1992a, 1992b, 1997) and
the inverse cascade of energy in the well developed wind wave field (Zaharoff and
Zaslavskii 1982, and Kitaigorodskii 1983). In the last section of the paper a theory is
proposed on how to incorporate the effect of wave breaking in the parametrization of
the sea surface roughness as seen from below. It is shown that aerodynamically smooth
conditions in the classical sense never exist below the sea surface, since effective turbulent viscosity due to shear free turbulence generated by wave breaking is much larger
than molecular viscosity.

Brief review
In the recent summary of air-sea interaction studies by Donelan (1990), the data analysis led to
rather interesting conclusions about the variability of sea surface roughness. Together with the
study of Geernaert et al. (1986) it demonstrated
the relative validity of the fluid dynamical analogy between momentum transfer in the vicinity
of a solid rough surface and at the air-sea inter-

face with moving waves considered as roughness
elements. The latter analogy was first suggested
and used by Kitaigorodskii (1968) as an effort to
explain both the successes and limitations of
Charnock’s (1955) prediction for the variability
and the wind dependence of the surface roughness parameter. When applying the Kitaigorodskii
(1968, 1973) classification of aerodynamic properties of the air-sea interface, two questions are of
primary importance:
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a) what is the limitation of the fluid dynamical
analogy between the actual sea surface and
solid rough surfaces? and,
b) what is the effective roughness height for different wind-wave generation conditions?
Charnock’s (1955) idea that all the stress is
supported by the high-wave number part of the
wave displacement spectrum, leading to a strictly
wind speed or (friction velocity) dependent roughness length, was both very attractive and adequate
for many ocean cases. According to this idea the
effective height of roughness elements of the sea
surface hs depends only on the friction velocity u*
and gravity g, i.e.,
hs ≈ u*2/g

(1)

This leads to the typical value of hs ≈ 0.01 m
being much larger than the typical value of the thickness of the viscous sublayer δν~ ν/u* ≈ 5.10–5 m
with a typical value of u* ≈ 0.30 m s–1. The Reynolds
roughness number Res based on these two length
scales is equal to:
Res = hs/δν = u*3/gν

(2)

Practically, for all reasonable values of u* , it
is larger than 100. Therefore, the sea surface (from
the view point of an observer at a fixed point above
it) looks generally aerodynamically rough. The
fact that Res ≥ 102 was a justification to simply
write that
zo = m

u*2
g

(3)

where m was later on called the Charnock’s constant. For the range of wind speeds 7.5–20 m s–1,
the average value of m ≈ 0.014 shows that the
viscous stresses cannot be very important (note
that the Nikuradse’s (1933) grain roughness concept zo = hs/30 would correspond to m = 0.03).
More precise descriptions of the critical values of
Res can be found from the classical relationships
identifying the aerodynamically smooth and transitional regimes:
zo = 0.1δ ν = 0.1

ν
u*

for Res ≤ Res′ ≈ 5 (4)

zo = As hs

with As =

1
30

for Res ≥ Res′ ′ ≈ 90 (5)

There were a number of studies stressing the
variability of m with sea state, starting from
Kitaigorodskii (1968). Among them, one must
mentioned also the relatively recent works of
Geernaert et al. (1986), Donelan (1990), Toba
et al. (1990) and Donelan et al. (1993). However, all these works do not shed much light on
the physical mechanisms behind the observed
“variability” of the numerical value of m, which
underlines one of the deficiencies of Charnock’s
approach. The range of observed variability for
m ≈ 2.10– 3–2.10–1 was probably one of the reasons to look at its wave age dependence. Most
of the authors cited in Donelan et al. (1993) share
a common view that the roughness decreases with
increasing wave age. This is more or less in
agreement with the concept of “mobility” of the
roughness elements of the sea surface developed
in Kitaigorodskii and Volkov (1965) and Kitaigorodskii (1968). The classification of the latter
author leads to the unavoidable conclusion that
the ratio of the roughness height to the mean
square wave height (or significant wave height)
is a diminishing function of the ratio Cp/Ua (or
Cp/u*) where Cp is the phase velocity of the spectrum peak. However, the collection of both field
and laboratory data do not produce the universal
relationships of this kind, but rather looks like
either two different parallel lines (like in fig. 1.
in Donelan et al. 1993) or as a curve with
extremum at point Ua/Cp ≈ 10–1 (Ebuchi et al.
1990, Toba and Ebuchi 1991). These facts demonstrate one of the most definite difficulties in
the application of the strict fluid dynamical analogy between a rough solid surface and the sea
surface with “mobile” roughness elements with
respect to the drag law — the concept suggested
by Kitaigorodskii as early as in 1968. We shall
argue in the next sections that one of the main
reasons for this is related to the differences in
the wind wave breaking conditions at different
stages of wave development, as well as to the
appearance of “aging” waves, moving faster than
the wind and producing the “feedback” mechanism of transferring momentum from waves to
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the air flow. In order to take these effects into
account, the useful tool for parametrisation of
wave breaking can be Kitaigorodskii’s (1983,
1992a, 1992b) theory of the dissipation subrange
and the inverse energy cascade model (Kitaigorodskii 1983, Zaharoff and Zaslavski 1982,
1983, Zaharoff 1992).
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Influence of wind wave breaking and
dissipation subrange on the “variability” of the sea surface roughness as seen from above.
As we have already mentioned, the normalisation
of experimental data on the “variability” of the
sea surface roughness according to Kitaigorodskii
(1968) does not produce the expected collapse of
the field and laboratory data, rather, it produces
two different groups of experimental points. We
will argue below that the reason for the difference
in laboratory and field data is due to the difference
in wave breaking conditions or in other words in
the different geometrical structures of the water
surface under these two regimes. In laboratory conditions, microscale wave breaking does not reduce
sufficiently hs, and practically all wave components contribute to the “mobile” roughness elements. This is probably due to the fact that for
this range of Ua/Cp (≥ 2.5), directionality becomes
so important (Banner 1990) that only waves moving into the direction of wind can break, and they
all belong to the dissipation subrange in the whole
rear face of spectra. In other words these strongly
nonlinear waves constitute the dissipation subrange.
Very recently, on the other hand, the prediction about the existence of a dissipation subrange
in presence of a quasi-equilibrium form of the spectra dominated by direct energy cascade was verified and results were presented in Kitaigorodskii
(1992a: fig. 1) and in Kitaigorodskii (1992b: table
1). They rather clearly demonstrate how the lower
frequency boundary of the dissipation subrange
depends on the stage of wave development (the
peak frequency). We were recently able to add some
additional data to these results, and construct the
relationship between the transitional frequency ωg

ωg /ωp
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Fig. 1. Relationship between the ratio of the transitional
frequency to peak frequency ωg /ωp and “wave age” Ua/Cp.
Key to the data: × = slope frequency spectra (Tang
and Shemdin 1983),d= spatial short wave number
spectra in upwind and downwind direction (Banner et
al. 1989), + = stereowave observation project (SWOP,
1960), c= frequency spectra on lake Washington
(Hansen et al. 1990), C = spatial spectra of developed
wind waves (Lupyan and Sharkov 1989), a= spatial
upwind and down wind spectra in laboratory conditions
with short fetches (Jahne and Riemer 1990). The
detailed description of the sources used above are
given in Kitaigorodskii (1992a, 1992b).

and the peak frequency ωp, also including laboratory data of Jahne and Riemer (1990). This composite picture is reproduced here in Fig. 1.
The transitional frequency ωg in Fig. 1 can be
related to the effective value of transitional wave
number k̂g equal to

kˆg = ∫ kg (Θ)dΘ = Bgε o– 2 / 3

(6)

where εo is the nonlinear energy flux towards high
wave numbers, B an absolute constant and θ the
angle. The results presented in Fig. 1 thus demonstrate that εo increases with the shift of the peak
frequency towards lower frequency, i.e. with
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Fig. 2. Dimensionless dependence of the roughness
parameter zo on friction velocity u* for large values of
gσ η
= 1.2 × 102 , where ση is the mean square surface
u *2
displacement (redrawn from Kitaigorodskii 1973). (C):
gσ
experimental data for 2η = 1.2 × 102 , (c): experimenu*
gσ
tal data for 2η = 0.6 × 102 , and the dashed line is u*zo/
u*
ν = 0.11 for the aerodynamically smooth wall.

wave growth. This interpretation seems to be
rather natural, even though we do not have a direct proof of this. The experimentally derived
values ωg in Fig. 1 were defined (Hansen et al.
1990) as the beginning of the rapid spectral falloff on the rear face of the frequency spectra (or
through ωg = (gkg)0.5 ) in spatial one-dimensional
spectra, associated with the asymptotic approach
to the saturation form:

Ψs(k,θ) = Bk– 4 ϕ(θ)

(7)

S(ω) = βg2ω– 5

(8)

Here B = 2β , while Ψs(k,θ) is a symmetrical
wave number spectrum, and S(ω) the frequency
spectrum. Actually, due to the mismatch between
the equilibrium forms of the spectra Ψs(k,θ) and
S(w) (with kin, ωin typical wind energy input wave
number and frequency, respectively)

Ψs(k,θ) = Aεo1/3g1/2k– 7/2Φ(θ) for kin ≤ k ≤ kg (9)
S(ω) = 2Aεo1/3gω– 4 for ωin ≤ ω ≤ ωg (10)

and the asymptotic saturation form (Eqs. 7 and
8), the spectral fall-off can identify a more rapid
decrease of energy with k or ω than k– 4 (or ω– 5).
As a first approximation for a description of the
dissipation subrange we can now accept those
given by Fig. 1 and Eq. 6.
It is clear from Fig. 1 that in laboratory conditions (high values of ωp) the transition to the dissipation subrange, if it exists, occurs at very high
frequencies (or wave numbers). The width of the
dissipation subrange is rather narrow and thus the
roughness parameter is smaller than for more developed waves. The “variability” of boundaries
of the dissipation subrange must be reflected in
the “variability” of the aerodynamic roughness of
the sea surface (Kitaigorodskii et al. 1995). Indeed the width of the dissipation subrange and its
location in the wave-number space indicate at what
range of scales the wave breaking is a dominant
process in limiting the growth of wave components. But simultaneously, wave breaking can be
associated with the separation of air flow behind
the crests of the waves, the process responsible
for creating an effective roughness height hs and
the analogy with solid surfaces. Therefore, according to the relationship ωg = ωg(ωp) , we can expect that with movement of ωg towards lower frequencies, the width of the dissipation subrange
must increase and the effective roughness, proportional to the contribution for mean square surface displacement from the dissipation subrange,
must also increase in its turn. This is possibly the
reason for the difference between laboratory and
field data presented in Donelan et al. (1993; Figs.
1 and 2).
The latter conclusion is very important; it
shows that the popular method for scaling sea
surface roughness as zo/Hs or zo/ση versus Ua/Cp
0.5
(with Hs = 4(ς 2 ) the significant wave height )
is not clarifying much, since Hs or ση also depend
on Ua/Cp, and neither Hs nor ση are necessarily a
0.5
fixed portion of the contribution to (ς 2 ) from
the dissipation subrange.
As a rule, plots representing the dependence
of a non-dimensional roughness length versus
wave age (as was proposed by Kitaigorodskii,
1968) show an increase of zo/Hs by 2 or 3 orders
of magnitude from order of 10– 2 to 100 (more or
less a linear increase). However, zo can of course
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behave in a different way since such plots can
either just reflect a dependence of Hs on Ua/Cp (spurious correlation), or which is most relevant, just
reflect the decrease of zo with a decrease of Ua/Cp,
the interesting circumstance, which we will address later.
Therefore, it is more relevant to look at the
relationship between roughness and some more
refined characteristics of underlying surfaces. This
was probably noticed for the first time in the paper by Toba and Ebuchi (1991). The most interesting feature of the time series of simultaneous
wind and wave records presented in their fig. 5
and 6 was the observed correlation between sea
surface roughness and deviations of wind wave
spectra from the so-called Toba’s ω– 4-wind dependent frequency spectra, which can be interpreted also in the framework of Kolmogoroff’s
direct energy cascade as in Eqs. 9 and 10. Toba
and Ebuchi (1991) introduced what they called
the degree of undersaturation α̃ s defined as

α̃ s = 1 –

αs
< αs >

(11)

where <αs> is the average value of the coefficient
of the energy level in the equilibrium Toba-spectrum given by:
S(ω) = <αs> gu*ω– 4

(12)

The value of <αs> is 0.062 according to Jones
and Toba (1991). The Toba-spectrum, if interpreted in the framework of a direct cascade theory
in the wind wave field (Kitaigorodskii 1983, 1986,
Zaharoff 1992, Hansen et al. 1990), simply requires replacement of <αs> either by a value αu
(Hansen et al. 1990), or by A, with another nondimensional combination relating εo with u* and
g (Kitaigorodskii 1983).
According to Toba and Ebuchi (1991) the fluctuations in α̃ s are caused by the delay for the adjustment of the energy level in the spectrum (Eq.
12) to the wind variations. The physical interpretation of the correlation between α̃ s and zo given
by Toba and Ebuchi (1991) were the following:
the variation of U10 on time scales of several minutes to one hour causes the variations of ωp and
α̃ s . The large α̃ s -values correspond to the situation where the level of the equilibrium range in-
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creases rapidly. Such a condition is associated with
larger zo. This probably means that the wave components of the very high frequency part of the
wave spectra outside the equilibrium range are
steeper in this situation, and small scale processes
related to viscosity and surface tension will be
more important in the momentum flux. According to Toba-Ebuchi’s opinion, while α̃ s is changing, the shape of the spectra remains still close to
ω– 4, which can be interpreted as important for
wave-wave interactions in maintaining the equilibrium form (12). Consequently, the air momentum entering the waves due to the increase in
roughness at the very high frequency part of the
spectrum is quickly transferred to the whole equilibrium range “up” to near ωp.
Toba and Ebuchi (1991) also mentioned the
delicate variation of the wave spectral shape near
ωp with α̃ s . However, all their guesses, though
probably correct, neither give a clear enough answer to what are the main reasons behind the
strong correlation between α̃ s and surface roughness, nor give a key to the solution of the problem
of how to parameterise surface roughness with
respect to wind wave field properties. Recently,
Kitaigorodskii et al. (1995) reanalysed some of
the data presented in Toba and Ebuchi (1991) and
demonstrated that the variability of the width of
the dissipation subrange is indeed of primary importance in the observed correlation between α̃ s
and the roughness height hs of the sea surface.

The influence of wind wave breaking on the aerodynamic roughness
as seen from below
When considering the wind-induced drift current
just below the sea surface it is usually assumed
that the mean velocity profile can be described by
the logarithmic law in a specific range of depth.
That is how the concept of the sea surface roughness as seen from below is usually introduced.
Roughness as seen from below has been used in
parameterising the fluxes across air-sea interface
of gases whose resistance is in the water phase
(Kitaigorodskii and Mälkki 1979). However,
Kitaigorodskii (1984) demonstrated that in the
presence of wind wave breaking the mechanism
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of turbulent transfer in the vicinity of the gas-liquid interface (air-sea interface) is quite different.
We repeat here a sentence from this paper: “In
real wind wave generation conditions, even with
only small scale wave breaking, the transformation of wave energy into turbulence can dramatically change the character of turbulence just below the wavy surface. Because of this the whole
concept of classical momentum viscous sublayer,
based solely on the analogy with flow above a
rigid surface, can be quite inappropriate for the
description of the damping effect of the wavy free
surface on the dynamics of turbulence generated
by breaking waves”. Nevertheless, the analogy
with the model for surface roughness as seen from
above is still used in modelling of the upper ocean
layer structure in connection to the dynamics of
pure drift currents (Zilitinkevich et al. 1991).
When considering the drift current below the
sea surface it is usually assumed that the velocity
profile can be described as
Us – U(z) = ( u*w /κ) × ln (z/zod)

(13)

where Us is the velocity of the surface drift, u*w is
the friction velocity in water ( u*w ≈ u*/30 and κ =
0.4) and zod is the surface roughness as seen from
below. The basic contribution to Us is due to drift
current, the share associated with Stokes drift Usd
can be assumed small (Wu 1975). However, under strong wind conditions of the open ocean and
large fetches this is not necessarily true. Anyway,
laboratory experiments (Wu 1975, Kreiman and
Karlin 1979) show that Eq. 13 is valid, especially
under light wind conditions. Of course, for the
existence of a logarithmic portion in wind drift
velocity profile, there must exist a range of depth
where neither wave breaking, nor rotation and
density stratification are important. Since the
Ekman depth for drift current, of order u*w /f ( f is
the Coriolis parameter) is almost always much
larger than the amplitude of breakers, we can expect the existence of a constant flux logarithmic
region for most of hydrometeorological situations.
Zilitinkevich et al. (1991), suggested to describe
zod by the similar formula as in the case of roughness as seen from above (νw is the viscosity of
water), i.e.

νw
zod = m2 w
u*

(14)

zod = m3

(u )

w 2
*

(15)

g

The fluid dynamical analogy for roughness as
seen from above gives reasonable values for the
constants m2 and m3 (m2 = 0.135; m3 = 0.014 –
0.035). The value of m3 = 0.034 using the concept
of moving roughness elements (Kitaigorodskii
1973) leads to zo/hs ≈ 1/30 where hs is the sand
roughness, in good agreement with the classical
results of Nikuradse (1933). Data from laboratory experiments performed by Kreiman and
Karlin (1979) and Zilitinkevich and Kreiman
(1991) together with field data from lakes yielded
the following values (Zilitinkevich et al. 1991):
m2 = 33 and m3 = 3.103

(16)

Zilitinkevich et al. (1991) tried to construct
the same model for zod as in Kitaigorodskii (1973)
for the dependence of z odu */ ν on the nondimensional roughness number Res = hs/δν = ( u*w )3/
gν . This is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, which we
have reproduced here. Fig. 2 is taken from
Kitaigorodskii (1973) which at this time represented the first effort to describe the “variability”
of zo with different wind wave conditions. Fig. 3
is taken from Zilitinkevich et al. (1991) where
the authors were trying to use a similar scaling as
in Fig. 2, but where u* was taken as the friction
velocity in water ( u*w ). However, the deficiency
of the analogy between zod and zo can be clearly
seen from the implied unreasonable high values
for m2 and m3 of Eq. 16.
This can be explained by considering first the
analysis of rough conditions (Eq. 15). The first
thing to mention is that the choice of u*w together
with g for characterising the roughness length zod
does not make much sense. The main reason is
that the scale ( u*w )2/g is even smaller than the
Kolmogoroff’s microscale lν. According to the latest measurements of Drennan et al. (1991), the
dissipation εw in the presence of breaking wind
waves close to the sea surface is in the range (0.5
– 10) × 10–4 m2 s–3 which leads to
⎡ ( ν w )3 ⎤
lν = ⎢ w ⎥
⎢⎣ ε ⎥⎦

0.25

(u )
〉〉

w 2
*

g
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Hence if the breaking is important for introducing the scale for roughness from below, then it
u*2
(but not
waves, which must be related to
g
w 2
u
( * ) ). Formula (15) can therefore be rewritten
g
as:
zod = m3´u* /g
2

with m3´ = 3

(17)

This indicates that it makes more sense in
choosing u*2/g as a scale for zod in presence of
breaking waves, than ( u*w )2/g. This means, if one
wants to use Charnock’s idea for the
parameterisation of roughness as seen from below, that it is reasonable to have the usual scale
u*2/g measuring the amplitude of high frequency
wave. Nevertheless, it is still important to notice
that, for moderate wind conditions, the sea surface roughness as seen from above zo << zod as
given by (Eq. 17).
An explanation to this can be given by considering wave breaking as a mechanism similar
to the generation of shear free turbulence by a
grid (Kitaigorodskii, 1984). The amplitude of the
oscillations of the grid can be related to the amplitude of breaking waves. Then, it becomes no
more impossible that the sea surface roughness
as seen from below is much larger than the one
seen from above. For the latter roughness parameter, the important length scale is related to the
amplitude of short waves, responsible for flow
separation behind their crests. For the roughness
below the sea surface, the important length scales
are associated with the amplitude of breakers
which can be larger then the amplitude of short
waves responsible for flow separation in the air.
This becomes even more evident if one remembers that for the surface as seen from below the
effects of flow separation are highly unlikely (due
to relatively low values of Us compared to the
phase velocity of short gravity waves). Thus, the
use of the length scale u*2/g has a different meaning for the roughness as seen from above as to the
roughness as seen from below. This is possibly
the main reason for the enormous differences in
the value of the Charnock’s constant in each case.
To explain the high values of m2 in Eqs. 14

200

zodu*/ν

still must be related to the amplitudes of breaking
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless dependence of the drift-roughness parameter zod on the friction velocity u*w in water
from laboratory experiments: c = according to
Zilitinkevich and Kreiman (1988), a = according to
Kranenburg (1984). The horizontal solid line corresponds to Eq.(14) with m2 = 33, the hatched region to
Eq. 15 at 103 < m3 < 104, and the dashed line to Eq. 15
with m3 = 3 × 103. (Figure redrawn from Zilitinkevich
and Kreiman 1991).

and 16, which supposedly must represent the aerodynamically smooth regime below the sea sur-

νw
is not a
u*w
proper measure of roughness in this case (remember that the value of m2 = 33 cited in Zilitinkevich
et al. (1991) is about 300 (!) times larger than the
value of the similar constant for aerodynamically
smooth conditions above a solid surface). The
most obvious way to prove this is to use the fact
that, even for light wind conditions, microscale
wave breaking, which is difficult to observe directly, can produce close to the surface the diffusion of turbulence downward as observed in
Drennan et al. (1991) and Terray and Bliven
(1985).
This diffusion can be better characterised using the theory of shear free turbulence with a constant eddy viscosity K (Long, 1978). The value of
K is, as we will show below, at least 102 times
larger than νw. Thus, instead of Eq. 14, we can
propose another expression for zod which is also
based on dimensional considerations, i.e.
face, we must prove that the scale

zod ≈

K
u*w

(18)

Eq. 18 just reflects the fact that in the presence of a momentum flux and drift current the
shear free turbulence approximation for effective
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turbulent viscosity coefficient K is more appropriate than for example eddy viscosity associated
with shear instability which makes K z-dependent. Then the constant of proportionality in (18)
K
will be of order one and since w = 102 that will
ν
explains the high value of m2 in (16).
Thus, close to the surface, in presence of a
constant momentum flux, the first to develop must
be a linear velocity profile based on K = const.,
and it must be continued by a logarithmic part.
Then, with some justification, we can choose as
constant of proportionality in (18) the same value
as in typical shear flows, i.e. to write instead of
Eq. 18
K
with a1 = 0.11
(19)
u*w
This value of a1 is now taken by analogy with
the viscous sublayer but for region where the eddy
viscosity K = const. There are some direct evidence of this since carefully designed laboratory
measurements (Terray and Bliven 1985) of wind
induced current below waves indicate the existence of a thin slab above the logarithmic region.
This slab can be attributed to the well mixed region moving with a surface drift velocity Us. This
can be considered as a supporting argument that a
thin region below the sea surface looks like shearfree. Of course, in natural field conditions, including lakes, the presence of wave breaking can lead
to the formation of a linear-log profile (this should
not be mixed with the log-linear profile in a stratified surface layer). Formula (19) just reflects the
situation when, still in presence of a momentum
2
flux ρw (u*w ) and a drift current, the shear free
turbulent approximation K = const. is a better approximation for turbulence in the vicinity of the
sea surface in presence of breaking wind waves
than for example the eddy viscosity K = k u*w z.
Now it remains to be proved that K >> νw.
Estimating K in a shear-free turbulence model,
and applied to the turbulence below wavy surface, definitely presents some difficulties. The
natural way to estimate K is to write it in the form
zod ≈ a1

K = aΩ L

(20)

where a is the amplitude of the oscillations of the
grid which can be related to the amplitude of

breaking waves abr, Ω is the frequency of the oscillation of the grid which can be related to the
periodicity of breaking events. Setting Ω =
2π(10T)–1 ≈ Ωbr, where T is a typical period of
breaking waves, the equality Ωbr = 2π(10T)–1
means that Ωbr represents the periodicity of breaking events (Kitaigorodskii 1984), but not the period of breaking wave T = 2π/Ωbr (here for simplicity we just accept that only one out of ten waves
breaks). A more detailed discussion can be found
in a recent review paper (Kitaigorodskii 1997a).
In Eq. 20, L is a length scale which can be proportional either to a, i.e. yielding,
K = a2Ω

(21)

or to some geometrical characteristics of the grid,
which can possibly be related to the distance between breakers. In the latter case, we can also
allow for the existence of an additional dependence of the form K = a2ΩF[a/L]. Taking νw ≈
10–6 m2 s–1, it is enough to have abr ≈ 10–2 m, and
K
T ≈ 1 s to get w ≈ 10 2 . Now according to our
ν
new interpretation of the sea surface roughness
zod, we must replace the nondimensional param3
u*w )
(
used by Zilitinkevich et al. (1991) by
eter
gν w
K
the ratio w , which we can consider as a new
ν
Reynolds roughness number Resk for the turbulence regime below the sea surface in the presence of breaking wind waves. With K defined as
in Eq. 21, and

Ω≈

2π
1 ⎡ 2 πλ br ⎤
≈ ≈
10T T ⎢⎣ g ⎥⎦

– 0.5

where λbr is the wavelength of breaking waves
(this is probably correct only for laboratory and
light wind conditions, see Kitaigorodskii, 1997a),
we will get
⎡a ⎤
Re ≅ ⎢ br ⎥
⎣ λ br ⎦
k
s

0.5

abr2 g 2 ⎡ 1 ⎤ (u* )
≅
v w ⎢⎣ 2 π ⎥⎦ g ν w
3

1

3

0.5

⎡ abr ⎤
⎢ 2 πλ ⎥ (22)
br ⎦
⎣

u*2
. Thus, the new Reynolds roughg
ness number for the sea surface as seen from besince abr ≈
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low with the constant value abr/λbr ≈ 0.1 is approximately similar to the one used for the sea
surface from above, but with one but very important distinction: instead of ν in the air we have νw
the viscosity in the water in the nondimensional
u3
. This leads to values of Resk larger or
ratio
gν w
u3
even much larger than Res = * a (see Eqs. 2–5).
gν
Thus, the sea surface as seen from below is rougher
in the classical sense than the sea surface as seen
from above. This is an unexpected and interesting conclusion which deserved to be accurately
checked against observations. Thus, the asymptotic limits for the behaviour of zod will be:
zod ≈ 0.1

νw
u*w

as Resk → 0

(23)

zod ≈ 0.1

K
u*w

as Resk → ∞

(24)

Of course, the unknown proportionality constants in the Eqs. 20 and 21 for K and for
u2
abr ≈ * make the range of variability of the
g
Reynolds roughness number still not precisely
known (Kitaigorodskii 1997b).

Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have comparatively considered
the problematic of the roughness concept above
and below the sea surface. We have demonstrated
that in describing the mean velocity distribution
above and below the air-sea interface, the effective roughness parameters can strongly depend
on the process of wind wave breaking and its characteristics. To explain the variability of the sea
surface roughness as seen from above, the existence and width of the so-called dissipation
subrange (Kitaigorodskii 1983, 1992b) must be
taken into account.
For the description of roughness conditions
below the sea surface, the introduction of an effective eddy viscosity typical for shear-free turbulence can be useful to explain the observed
variability of the roughness parameter zod under
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certain constrained conditions. However, the exact range of changes in the new Reynolds roughness number Resk for roughness from below remains still unknown, thus yet not permitting to
find out what are the prevailing aerodynamic conditions below the sea surface.
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